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Abstract 

tratcgi uppl hain management has emerged as a key area of studies in the recent 

past. 'lin.· - hain ha · been identified as a strategic competency of the organization 

ts it ha · n rm u potential to contribute value to the different stakeholders. Supply 

chain ha e moved from a cost focus to a customer focus and currently shifted to a 

trategic focus. thus the need to think strategically about the supply chain has never been 

more critical. Strategy implementation entails working through others, organizing, 

motivating, culture building and creating strong links between strategy and how the 

organization operates. Strategy implementation can pose a number of challenges. The 

objective of this study was to determine the i~plementation challenges of LPG supply 

chain strategies. The LPG supply chain in consists of operators, regulators, main 

contractors, suppliers, KPC, KPRL, ERC and the various LPG distributors. The study has 

been presented through five chapters through which the researcher has discussed the 

above issues. Respondents were selected from of each of the companies selected for the 

research. Questionnaires were administered to the respondents and analyzed through 

descriptive statistics and content analysis. The study established that only a small percent 

of formulated C are actually fully implemented. The implication of the study to policy 

maker ~ is that implementation challenge can be avoided. Th finding " ill a\ o form the 

ba i for further re earch and should be under ·t od and ~ aluatcd in th light f the 

limitation of the tudy. R c mmcndation on h w LP ark tcr. can sue cs ful 

nd omp titiv tdv nta, . 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of th tudy 

' r bu ·inc or its failure is increasingly being determined by how well 

it m m~l 1 • th n of materials from the source to the customer. The management of this 

n \\ c ntributes greatly to a firm' s profitability and determines its ability to be 

ustainabl competitive. Over the years with increasing global market completion, supply 

chain management had evolved from just being an administrative role to being a key 

strategic aspect to a firm' s competitiveness (Monczka, 2011 ). 

The Supply Chain is the facility and distribution network that executes functions such as 

procurement of materials processing of these materials into finished products and the 

distribution of these products to the customer (Cooper & Ellram, 1993). Supply Chain, 

has also been described as a set of organizations directly linked by one or more of the 

upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, and information from a 

source to a customer (Mentzer, 2001 ). 

The strategic direction of many firms is largely supported by supply strategies. Firm are 

under immense pressure from the recent economic meltdown coupled with incr a ed 

comp tition, to reduce co t and gl balize their upply ba a w 11 a reduce ri k , thu 

achie ing upply tran formation and efficiencie . Th e are crucial t the ov rall uluc 

cr ation of th fim1 "' hich in tum giv the firm c mp titi c < dvantu' . 'I hi c< 11 ft r 

finn to d v lop and impl m nt ppr pri, t nd irmo tiv uppl ch< in tt ll: 'ic . 



The supply chain of LPG (Liquidified Petroleum Gas) in Kenya consists of the gas 

marketer, reseller , main contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers. Various Internal 

(business r lat d nd ·t "rnal forces (economical, political, government) govern the 

·upply h \in . .'up1l hain trategy is increasingly becoming the defining factor for LPG 

busin ·s · s in ·n a · gro sly competitive bu~iness environment. It involves deliberate 

de ·i ·i ns and acti ns concerning the supply chain that are geared towards giving a firm a 

c mp titi ·e edge over its competitors. 

1.1.1 Concept of supply chain strategy 

Supply chains initiatives have become a critical part of firms' operations. Today's 

businesses are faced with fierce competition, with increased product differentiation, 

introduction of products with shorter life cycles and rapidly shifting customer 

expectation. This has forced them to invest and. pay closer attention to the supply chain. 

A supply chain consists of multiple activities and processes including manufacturing, 

distribution, customer service, marketing and selling functions. Supply chain at present is 

not as it was 20 years ago. It has evolved over the years, with logistics integrating with 

purchasing, production and selling, giving firms increased agility in the current hyper

competitive economy characterized by increasingly rational buyers faced with abundant 

choices. upply chain management is one area that analy t say can et a bu ine apart 

from th rest. upply chain thinking ha untapped p tential for mo ing a company fr m 

an unfavorable to a more ad\'antage u p ition a well 

po iti n. 
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The dynamics involved in getting a product or a service from the supplier down to the 

consumer may either mean th exponential success of a company or its sheer failure. The 

supply chain i b d tiniti n a et of interlinked organizations and the series of activities 

and rcsourc s im l I ·d in the transformation of raw materials into the finished product 

nnd it · ·ut s qu ·nt d livery to the customer (Christopher, 1992). The Council of Supply 

'!min lanagement Professionals (CSCMP) includes in its definition, collaboration with, 

tmd c ordination of other stakeholders in the channel such as intermediaries and third 

party service givers. 

The strategic direction of many organizations is being supported by supply strategies. To 

achieve a supply transformation that gives value creation, firms need to formulate proper 

supply chain strategies and regularly evaluate the level and challenges of implementing 

supply strategies they consider most important. Supply chain strategies are influenced by 

certain factors such as costs, prices, company size, and political pressures on the 

company (Anderson 2003). 

The formulation of supply chain strategy is guided by the overall business objectives 

Businesses have different strategies thus have different supply chain strategies. upply 

chain strategy should seek to minimize system wide costs and conform to cu tomcr 

requirement (Frazelle, 2002). 



Internal supply chain 

Supph r Customers 

Fig 1.1 Typical Supply Chain Model 

Source: CSCMP (1992) 

1.1.2 Challenges of supply chain Strategy implementation 

Implementation of critical strategies is still lagging as the strategies with longer 

implementation timeframes and capital -intensive and cross functional are not considered 

as being important but notably standardizati~n of purchase to reduce complexity and 

cross functional and cross enterprise collaboration, are highly likely to be very crucial for 

the future success of the organization, thus there is need for high level of implementation 

and effectives in core strategies (CAP 2011 ). 

trategy lmpl mentation according to AP (20 11) i th tran lati n f cho en trat g 

into rganizati nal action o as to achie e trategic goal and obj cti c . Th y al 

r ckon that it i th wu · in ' hich a firm h uld d 

r niz tion tru tur contr 1 y t m • nd cultur tr h: 1ic . hi ultim. tel ' 

m titi 



Implementing supply chain strategy is tougher and more time consuming than 

formulating uppl hain trategy; it is the translation of strategy into organization action 

through org niz ti n stru tuc· and design, resource planning and the management of 

, I 'ti n of poor or inappropriate supply chain strategy is a major 

clnll ·n ' it 

imp\ m ntati n 1 

thr ugh t gether. 

implementation. Failure to couple strategy development and 

another major challenge. These two processes should be thought 

The silent killers of strategy implementation are top-down or complacent upper 

management, unclear strategy and conflicting priorities, ineffective senior management 

team, poor vertical communication, poor coordination across the enterprise and 

inadequate middle-manager and supervisor management skills(Beer, Eisenstat 2000). 

A study by Waller (2000) revealed that only two percent of supply chain strategy 

implementation runs smoothly as per the plan and budget and the main causes of 

implementation failure were company culture,. lack of leadership and poor supply chain 

visibility. Other challenges are resistance to change, lack of Organizational 

implementation capabilities, management policies that are not supportive of 

implementation, lack of system support, mi match b tween trategy and structur lack of 

O\ n r hip of trat g , lack of financial and thical capacity t upp rt ne\ trat g , 

un le r trategy, p or trat gy mapping p r mmunic ti n and r co rdin ti n 

, ro th nt rpri 



The LPG supply chain in Kenya is faced by various challenges, making it difficult to 

raise national p r apita n umption. Various supply strategies have been formulated to 

overcom th h ll n :s that limit LPG market penetration in Kenya include 

unavuil tl ilit •. hi h 1 n · ', lack of public awareness, poor distribution infrastructure and 

r unli n ·ed operators. Illicit cooking gas sale exposes consumers to the 

i m l ·r f d me ·tic fires and deadly explosions. The illegal dealers are also known to sell 

w1d n eight products, thus cheating consumers of value for their money. 

1.1.3 Oil Industry in Kenya 

The oil industry consists of two sections, the upstream and downstream operations. 

Upstream operations involve exploration and production works that will to discovery and 

mining of petroleum. In Kenya exploration work is done by China Petroleum, BG Group 

PLC (BG) and Dominion Petroleum Limited (DPL). This is done through leasing of 

exploration blocks at a fee under supervision of National Oil Corporation on behalf of the 

government. 

There ha been recent discovery of petroleum reserves in the north rn part f K nya 

crude oil in udan and Uganda and in addition to natural ga di c very in anzanm 

.Dm n tr am op rations include r fining of crude oil into p trol urn pr du t hipping 

o rland di tributi n and r tailing. Mu indi, 2 ) K nya get it 

rud oil from B habi, Iran , nd ·audi ra i . R fined pr duct m fr rn the 

i dl h t c untri nd Indi,. 



Kenya Petroleum Refineries Limited was established in 1960 to run the only refinery in 

East Africa. The r fin r i a processing plant which turns crude oil into finished 

product g. lin , kcro cne, LPG, fuel oil, bitumen and other products. The 

refinery i · im1 I and Ia ks adequate capacity to refine sufficient LPG to supply the local 

m·1rk ·t. It ha · a apacity to process about 30 per cent of the total LPG requirement in 

1\.. •nya. 1 h • r maining 70 per cent comes from direct importation. 

Liqudified Petroleum Gas (LPG) is a by-product of the refinement of crude oil. LPG is 

also produced when Natural Gas (Methane) is extracted from the gas fields and 'dried'. 

LPG which comprises Propane and Butane, was first discovered in Pittsburgh USA by a 

Dr Walter Snellings. LPG is an increasingly popular fuel for cooking and manufacturing. 

It is transported and stored as a compressed liquid (hence Liquid Petroleum Gas) in 

pressurized canisters ranging in size between 1 kg and 22.5kg for ordinary domestic use 

and larger canisters of between 22.5 kg and over four tones for industrial use. For 

household use, gas is conveyed via simple regulators and pipes to cookers or lamps 

which are specially made for LPG use. 

The Kenyan LPG market is highly dependent on KPRL for liquefied petroleum ga 

(LPG), due to the absence of a viable infra tructure [! r its imp rtati n and t rage. 

Therefore, the overnment requir oil c mpanie to imp rt and pr c crud il 

through the refinery t ali fy th r quirt=ment [! r LP . P i imp rt d thr ugh the 

himanzi and th Kip vu oil cnnin, l 

t th r m ry y 1 pip lin . 1ini tr ' 
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The Kenyan Energy Act establishes the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) as the 

regulator of the en erg t r. The ERC has several functions as set out in the Act which 

include r gul ti n f import, tion, exportation, transportation, refining, storage and sale of 

LP 1 and t th ·r {l'tn kum products, protecting consumer, investor and other stakeholder 

intt•r ·st · ,md m nit ring fair competition in the energy sector (Musindi, 2008). 

1\. nya has been faced by many LPG supply and distribution challenges that have lead to 

high prices and constrained availability of LPG to the customers.; limited import facilities 

that limit the size of vessels that can supply LPG, insufficient storage facilities, poor road 

and rail infrastructure, poor LPG company's pricing policies elimination of the 

challenges is expected to will lower prices Last year an acute LPG shortage gripped the 

Kenyan market. The shortage was as a result of technical failure at the country's sole 

refinery and delays in the shipping of imports, leading to a sharp increase in the price of 

the commodity. 

In order to meet increasing LPG Demand, the Kenyan Government plans to construct LPG 

import handling, storage and distribution facilities across the country. LPG marketers 

also seek to bridge the supply gap by importing the commodity from Zambia through 

Tanzania. The government has made several strategic , th fi cal and regulat ry. To 

make LP more aff rdable, the g emment h zer -rated tax n th pr duct. It i al 

workin' on modalitic t rem \' ~.: ta:e on LP c •lind r and appliances. 'I he 

R ul t ry ommi i n h intr du d th · t ndardization of cylinder nd , . lv \ hi h 

h 1 d t in d c n um r to I P , . 



The Kenya Ports Authority has hired a private investor to develop a large scale LPG 

import facility which i ch dulcd for completion at the end of this year. The investment 

will improv l P 1 vnilnbilit and hopefully drive prices down. It will also create 

opportuniti s t r 1 ri nt invc tors. They can invest in storage, filling, and distribution 

n 't\\{)rk · 1 ·n th country. On the other hand, the Rift Valley Railway should be 

inv · ·tin in ulk LP transport. Rail haulage is safer, more efficient, and cheaper than 

tran ·p rt b road. To achieve sufficient flexibility in the Kenyan LPG supply chain, three 

altemati e supply scenarios have to be implemented. These are provision of an LPG jetty 

unloading facility, an LPG pipeline linking the jetty to the LPG storage facility and the 

storage facility itself. 

1.2 Research Problem 

To achieve supply efficiency that gives the overall value creation the firm needs to 

constantly assess the degree of supply chain strategies that are best suited for the firm. 

Once strategies have been developed they need to be well implemented, to achieve the 

firm's intended strategic objective. 

The Kenyan LPG supply chain is faced by various challenges, making it difficult to rai e 

the level of national consumption . everal supply chain strategic ha e been de eloped 

and impl mcnt d uch a th trat g [i r tandardization of lP 

e ral · trntegie ha e b n formulat d ut r y t t b \'>ell nnd fully implement d. 



Some research has been carried out on the supply chain strategy implementation in other 

sectors but little re ear h ha been done in the oil industry. Awino (2011) examined 

supply chain m n g m nt in large private manufacturing firms in Kenya, addressing core 

·hIll ·n' •s nf ·ttat 

and ' trategy implementation. Opiyo (2010) addresses the 

implementation at I&M Bank, Kenya Mutua (20 1 0) examined at 

th imt a t f value chain management strategy on performance in his study of major oil 

c mpanie in Kenya. Said (20 1 0) analyses the challenges facing implementation of 

trateg for revitalizing Agriculture. Another researcher, Wangui (2007) assesses strategy 

implementation challenges in the main stream churches in Kenya. 

Numerous studies acknowledge that strategies· frequently fail not because of inadequate 

strategy formulation, but because of insufficient implementation. Supply Chain Strategy 

implementation has received far less research attention compared to strategy formulation. 

This study will seek to answer the following question: what challenges are LPG 

marketers facing in implementing their supply chain strategies? 

1.3 Research objective 

To determine implementation challenges of LPG supply chain strategies m the oil 

indu try in Kenya. 



1.4 Value of the study 

Establishment of impl m "ntntion challenges will enable the policy makers' to establish 

ways of ov r min 1 th hnllcnges and make as to what measure to take for successful 

strutcg · im1l m ntati( n .Implementation of strategy is critical to achieving result or 

·t't'·rth ·nc · · f ore ·upply chain strategies. 

The tudy -v ill focus on the implementation challenges of supply chain. This will enable 

polic makes to effectively use supply chain strategies to archive supply performance and 

streamline the supply chain, to reduce costs and avail LPG as a single product to the 

consumer at reasonable price within the consumer's purchasing power .Little study has 

been done regarding implantation challenges ~f LPG supply chain strategies in Kenya. 

This study will also fill the knowledge gap and form a basis of further future research in 

LPG supply chain strategy implementation. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introducti n 

Thi: ·h tpt ·r "ill ·umin supply chain strategy and its challenges through relevant 

lit~htlm . ·l a t ha e more insight on the current issues. It will involve examining two 

cone pt ·: uppl chain and supply chain strategy with key focus on factors that influence 

ucce ful implementation of supply chain strategies and the challenges that affect 

implementation of the supply strategies 

2.2 Concept of Supply Chain and Strategies 

Supply chain initiatives have become a critical part of firms operations. In today's 

competitive market a firm's success is increasingly dictated by how well a company 

controls its supply base and mitigate supply bottlenecks and liabilities. The supply chain 

is by definition a set of interlinked organizations and the series of activities and resources 

involved in the transformation of raw materials into the finished product and its 

subsequent delivery to the customer (Christopher, 1992). 

Metz ( 1998) refers to the supply chain as the flow of materials information and funds 

b twe n different partie or organizational function . According to MIT, a singl - tag 

upply chain, typically r pr enting a ingle organizati n, incorp rate a rang f 

materi I flm: · function (r c iving, pr e in'g di tributing and d li · ring c mpl . 

rrn of In ormation pr e ing and d i ion m kin' fun ti n b 

uppli nd int m l luncti ndin 

n int rmati n 

ut 'Oin , fund . 



Frazelle (2002) refers to the supply chain as the network of facilities (warehouses, 

factories, terminals, port , t r s, and homes), vehicles (trucks, trains, planes, and ocean 

vessels), and 1 gi ti . inf rmotion ystems (LIS) connected by an enterprise's supplier's 

suppli rs nd it ·u toml!r cu tomers.Supply-Chains are currently used by companies as 

a c ·ntr 11 ·I ·m nt (! r ·tratcgy, not simply as a means of moving materials. Supply-Chains 

cun i livl!r the ptimal value by directly impacting the different strategic priorities of 

p ed, co t. flexibility and quality. 

Business strategy stipulates the overall direction that an organization wishes to go, while 

the supply chain strategy constitutes the actual operations of that organization and the 

extended supply chain to meet a specific supply chain objective. Supply chain strategy 

defines how the supply chain should operate to achieve a competitive edge. It is an 

iterative process that appraises the cost benefit trade-offs of operational components 

(Happek 2005). 

Supply chain strategy is the design and planning of the end to-end chain to maximize the 

potential to meet customer demand at the lowest possible cost (Thompson and trickland, 

1989). They contend that strategy is about the firms change and action or deci ion, giving 

the firm a competitive advantage. Bu iness strategy, in order to b capable of su tained 

ucce , mu t be grounded in c mpetiti e ad antage. ( h mp n and trickland 200 ) 

upply chain trategy i imp rtant a it p rati n liz nd upp rt bu inc.· trat g . It 

on drivin d '' n p rati n I c t nd m . ·imizin' tici n i Is 



helps an organization in establishing how to work with all the supply chain partners. If 

well executed, supply chain strategy results in value creation for the organization. 

Formulating th a pr pri 11 ~ upply chain is eased by first identifying the vitals of the 

suppl h tin. l n t r. tanding the business strategy is the first step of formulating a Supply 

r the obvious reasons of working as a team. This also enables them to 

vi w them ·eh e as a customer facing entity serving the competitive goals of the firm. 

Where the business strategy seeks to be the low cost provider, then Supply chain strategy 

can be the enabler of the business strategy. Similar to formulating business strategy, 

formulating supply chain strategy involves consideration of several elements including 

the firm's focus, core capabilities, core competencies and means of differentiation, and 

their alignment to the supply chain (Happek 2005). 

The next step is to carry out an evaluation of the firm's supply chain and capabilities. 

Where possible a non-biased third party should be involved in the process. Evaluation 

involves appraising the firm's assets, infrastructure and how well they support strategy. 

Once the evaluation is done, supply chain executives need to review recommendations, 

identify implementation requirement and risks and certify the opportunities. If any 

di crepancy linking upply Chain trategy and operational asset arise then capital 

inve tment are ine itable; oth rv i amend the trat gy. 



During the Supply Chain trategy formulation process the firm should cooperate, 

collaborate seek mutual goals with the supply chain partners without necessarily 

divulging entire d tail thu r ducing resistance during the implementation process. 

2. upply hain trategy Implementation 

Th r n three distinct conceptions of the term: strategy implementation, the first 

on a process view taking strategy implementation as a sequence of carefully 

planned consecutive steps. The second view considers strategy implementation as a series 

of more or less concerted actions observing the actions from a behavior view. Other 

authors combine both the process and behavior approaches and action perspective 

(Pearce & Robinson, 2007) 

As a process, Implementation is the process that turns plans into action assignments and 

ensures that such assignments are executed in a manner that accomplishes the plan's 

stated objectives (Kotler, 1984). As a Behavior, implementation is a hands-on operation 

and action-oriented human behavioral activity that calls for executive leadership and key 

managerial skills (Dekluyver& Pearce 2003).As a Hybrid ingh (1998) defines strategy 

e. ·ecution as the step by step implementation of the variou acti ities that make up a 

formulated deci ion-making trategy. 

uppl chain strategy implementation m ol e k nly foliO\ ing an impl m nt ti n 

pl n. n implementation plan i critical 

cl rl 

l'L\I'TP<~nnndin tim lin 

tting all impl m nt tion requircm nt and 

t~1d ta k r 1 r p nsibiliti 
' l 



Proper Supply Chain strategy implementation is critical, even the most superior strategy 

is useless if poorly implemented .According to Aosa ( 1992), once strategies have been 

formulated, the n ~.; i to b implemented; they are of no value unless they are effectively 

tran l t d int ) .ll til n 'i in' the organization a competitive edge and relevance to current 

murkt.:l tr ·n I . 

. 3. I a tor for uccessful Implementation 

There are several factors that influence the success of supply chain strategy 

implementation, they range from the people who formulate, communicate or implement 

the strategy, to the systems or mechanisms in place for co-ordination and evaluation. 

Good implementation naturally starts with good strategic input: the soup is only as good 

as the ingredients (Allio, 2005). Yung, Guchui, Eppler in their ICA 2008 report identified 

factors that influence strategy implementation. According to them, the strategy 

formulation process is one significant factor. They reckon that a poor or vague strategy 

can impede implementation efforts. Harnmant and fisher ( 1997) gave critical success 

factors; a committed organization from the board down, effective programme 

management and consistent pre-emptive communication. Gourley (1998) in his tudy 

identified that involvement of staff, suppliers and other stakeholder in implementation 

ha b n a critical ucce factor. He cited that the di tributi n c mpany cti el 

enc urag d th in olvement f taff in d ci i n making \ elc ming c ntributi n fr m 

uppli r in identif ·ing ar 4 of impr emcnt . 
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Bantel (1997) concludes is that for successful strategy implementation synergies between 

Supply strategy typ and implementation capabilities exist and should be exploited. Kim 

& Mauborgn 1) sug 1 ted that strategy formulation process ultimately affects the 

commitm 'nt , tru t, and Sl ial harmony as well as the outcome satisfaction of managers in 

subsi li 1ri -- ' tnt ) c ccutors also affect strategy implementation. Effectiveness of 

:tr 1t • 1 V im l •mentation is, at least in part, affected by the quality of people involved in 

th pr e · ( o indarajan, 1989). 

( chaap 2006) had intriguing findings that indicated that strategy implementation success 

depends crucially on the human or people side of project management, and less on 

organization and systems related factors. The involvement of top management in the 

strategy implementation process has a positive effect on the degree of implementation 

success (Harrington 2006). 

The organizational structure is the second most important implementation influence. If a 

firm lags in aligning its organization structure to its strategy; it may exhibit poor 

performance and be at a serious competitive disadvantage. Adjusting organizational 

tructure according to perfect strategy can en ure succe ful trategy implementati n 

( chaap 2006). It is al o critical to identify that diffi r nt trategy typ ha e different 

r quirement regarding an adequate rganizational tructure. 
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A study by Cranfield SM and Efeso (20 1 0) that analyzed the strategic development and 

implementation proc oncluded that top level support and use of vision led, 

quantitativ m d ling , nd ri k management techniques are essential for successful 

, upply 'h·lin 'trak ' im1 I •mentation. 

hall n e of upply chain strategy implementation. 

1 cc rding to a study by Fortune Magazine CEO Strategy failures occurred largely due to 

failure in execution, not necessarily due to the vision and strategy development. The 

same applies to Supply chain strategy.It is c~mmon practice for most organizations to 

fonnulate their supply chain strategies after defining the business strategy. This limits the 

fusion of excellent supply chain strategies into the business strategy, thus creating major 

gaps between business strategy and the supply chain strategy. 

A study by Cranfield School of management and solving Efeso revealed that only a small 

segment of supply chain strategy implementation run on set time and budget. The study 

also identified that major functional drivers of the supply chain was alignment of 

corporate strategy and customer service while the critical supply chain perfonnance 

driver as cost, customer quality and cu to mer lead-time. Waller (20 1 0) gave three main 

cau e of implementation failure: poor supply chain i i ilit , lack of leader hip < nd 

company cultur~. urley ( 199 ) p int out that failing t in l th (0 ) taff a \ ell 

uppli r and otha take h ldcr in th fl rmulation nd implcmcntati n lcl d t 

impl m ntati n hallen 'e nd t time trat g.: failur . 



Poor or vague supply chain strategy can limit implementation efforts dramatically. Good 
execution cannot o er m the shortcomings of a bad strategy or a poor strategic 
planning ffort Hrt:bini k, _00 ).Allio, (2005) mentions the fact that the kind of strategy 
that i fo rmul \h: i' ill int1u •ncc the effect of implementation. 

a lie t upply chain strategy, as poor alignment of supply chain strategy to 
th rp rate goals and objectives poses as a major implementation challenge, this when 
th upply strategy does not support the overall corporate strategy, exposing the 
organization to certain risks; diluting and weakening the Supply Chain Strategy, cost 
benefit are usually not clear, confusion and . conflicting communications to the staff 
especially where objectives conflict (Allio, 2005). 

Organization challenges are also maJor impediments to Supply Chain Strategy 
implementation. Some of the organizational challenges existing in many organizations 
are lack of leadership and work force ownership, "Tower of Babel" challenge where 
departments within the organization fail to have and speak the same supply chain 
language different organization focus as some managers are process or functional 
oriented, Extending the upply Chain with involvement of external parti (trading 
partn r ) nece itating collaboration ( P 2005). 

bl 9) id ntifie b rrier to c e tiv impl m nt ti n. l Ic c n. idcr d that ph · i al 

-fun ti nal colla niz lti n mn 
I b rri th r id f thi Hn ntin' th \ nt1i tin ' 



interests of the distinct organizational units. Interpretive barriers are formed by the 
different ways different unit interpret and view the strategy. Noble (1999) novel 
contribution to th d bot of effective · implementation is that for effective 
implcm nt Hi n. thl . trat i. t mu t create unofficial communication network. 

P ··u· · m I binson (1996) are of the vtew that the starting point of strategy 
impl mentati n is the selection and transformation of organizational structure. The 
critical aspect of strategy implementation, according to them, is the synchronization of 
goals and tasks, resources and control. Organization's systems, such as budgeting are 
critical concerns. Structure and System are linked in various cases. Implementation is 
linked with goal setting practices. Goal setting is a systemic practice very often 
associated with strategy in many real-life organizations. The third variable for strategy 
implementation in addition to structure and systems: the required cultural measures in the 
organization. 

Beer and Eisenstat (2000) identified a group of relevant, inhibiting factors or barriers to 
strategy implementation and learning the factors are; laissez-faire or a top-down 
management style that creates tension in the organization, di comfort and u e of the top 
team for administrative Issu rather than focu on strategic di cu ions 

ntlicting priori tie and p r c rdination of trateg • n.: ther b rrier r killer 

y imp! m nt Hi n 
mp tin' for th 

limit nm nt r man m nt t m. r \ rti 1 ommuni ,\tim 



that not only hinders strategy implementation but also prevents discussion of the barriers, 
poor coordination aero functions, unclear strategy plus inadequate down-the-line 
leadership kill nd dt:n: lopmcnt. They clearly acknowledge the need for large-scale 
communicnti )n, \1 l ·ast partial participation, leadership and organizational integrity. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introdu tion 

'I h · obi ·ti\ ~ l r thi · study is to identify and exammes the challenges facing 
impl ·mcnl lli n f LP supply chain strategies in the oil industry in Kenya. The study 
will ·h w hm: companies can better overcome implementation strategies of LPG supply 
chain trategies. 

This chapter deals with the analytical framework of data analysis, which describes the 
firms and variables included in the study, the distribution patterns of data, and applied 
statistical techniques in investigating value chain and competitive advantage in the oil 
industry. 

3.2 Research design 

The researcher will use cross-sectional survey to determine the frequency of challenges, to 
examine and understand the challenges facing implementation of supply chain strategies 
in the Kenyan oil industry. Cross-sectional surveys are useful in assessing and determining 
practices, attitudes, knowledge and beliefs of a population. 

he re earcher assumes that given objecti e reality exists independent of indi idual's 
per ption . b erving real world fact , fi rmulating explanati n fi r uch fact u ing 
indu tiv pr po itivi t nl o u formulated c planation t m, kc of predictions 

ph n m n . 
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3.3 Population 

The target populati n f thi tudy is all the LPG Importing and Marketing Companies 

operating in K n -. , I\: gist r d under the Kenyan Energy act by Ministry of Energy of 
K n \ mu th 

• p • ·k i t~ ha 

Regulatory Commission of Kenya. The target population is 

ar ing characteristics in that some companies are bigger and have 

dill'·r nt market hares. 

Kenol.Kobil for example, a multi-national recently acquired by Puma Energy holds a 

larger market share compared to Hashi Energy a locally owned LPG company. The main 
motivation behind this choice is that the companies are likely to reveal and provide 

substantial supply chain data which will be critical in latter statistical analysis. 

Furthermore, the focus of the study is within the LPG industry. 

3.4 Sample Design 

The researcher will use purposive also known as judgmental, selective or subjective 
sampling .Purposive sampling relies on the researchers judgment when it comes to 

electing the sampling unit, focusing on particular characteristics of a population. 

There earcher elects resp ndents that are most likely to contribute appropriate data both 

in t rm of rele ance and depth. ( li er & Jupp 2006). or the purp se of thi tudy th 

r carch r \ ill u h r judgm nt t dct rmin th mpl unit b cd n P market r' 
m rk t hare. 
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3.5 Data Collection 

The researcher will u Primar data collection methods to collect data on which she will 
draw inferenc md on lusi n for the study. The researcher will administer Likert 
Seal typ · f lll ti< nnain.:, with attitude or opinion questions to a given situation on the 
sd ·tl' l r' ·1 nd nt '. 

The r ·p nden will be expected to specify the level of agreement or disagreement on a 
y ·tematic agree-disagree scale for a series of statements.The questionnaires will be 

administered to the LPG Managers or their equivalents in the respective LPG companies. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

Data will be analyzed using quantitative statistical analysis. The data will be checked for 
completeness, accuracy and consistency. Data will be coded and tabulated for analysis; 
the researcher will generate, compute and interpret mean scores. 

The Likert Scale type questionnaire has two sections, section A and B. The data in 
section A will give general information regarding the respondent's company' s 
background, while the data in section B will give information on the respondent's 
attitude regarding supply chain strategies and their implementation. Data on ection A of 
the que tionnaire will be analyzed using frequency di tribution and percentage whil 
d tn on ction B will be anal z d u ing mean core and m d . 



CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF 

RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

'I his chapt ·r h.:ttil th findings and analysis of the study as set out in the research 
mcth )d l 1 • •• It elab rates the researchers finding as per the information gathered from 
th~ u · f que tionnaires to collect data. Data was collected through drop and pick 
que tionnaires to the respondents. The data collected was quantitative and therefore the 
researcher used both descriptive statistics and content analysis to analyze the data. 

4.2 Data Analysis 

The study had two main dependent variables namely performance through efficiency and 
effectiveness in sale, several independent variables were derived from scaled responses to 
questions in appendix 11. The researcher used a five point scale to analyze given in part 
B of the questionnaire. The scaled questions were analyzed through percentages while the 
qualitative questions were analyzed through content analysis. 
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4.2.1 Quantitative Data 

Table 4.1: ompan)' Ownership 

Ownership ·Frequency Percentage 
G Wl . .' rt\11\ nt Q,, ned 1 10 
Chain Sub idiary 6 60 
Franchi e 0 0 
Limited Local company 3 30 
Partnership 0 0 
Total 10 100 

Six out of the ten selected LPG marketing firms in the Kenyan oil industry are Chain 
subsidiary National oil is the only government owned company, while three are 
independent local limited companies operating in the industry. 
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Table 4.2: Major Competitors 

..----
Market share % Company 

Sh II 26 

'1\lt II K ll) 24.1 

Oil Lib •a 21.7 

Kenol Kobil 12.4 

Hashi Energy 4.6 

Add ax 3.8 

Shell Ltd is the market leader in the LPG market in Kenya followed by Total Kenya, Oil 

Libya then Kenol /Kobil are viewed as the main competitors setters in the industry, 

however Hashi Energy and Addax are increasingly becoming competitive as their market 

shares has been expanding steadily despite being new entrants in the industry. 
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Table 4.3: Challenges facing the implementation of LPG supply chain strategies in 

the oil indu try in Ken a 

--Challenge. 0 Neutral Somehow Much Very 

c hnll ' n much 

1ana 'mcnt 0 3 4 l 2 

Leader hip 2 1 1 3 3 

Finance 0 1 2 3 6 

Communication l 1 3 3 2 

Commitment 3 2 I I 3 

Motivation 2 3 1 2 2 

Training 0 2 2 3 4 

Skills 1 I 3 2 3 

Per onnel 3 2 2 I 2 

Strategy awarene 3 3 2 I I 

Govemm ntiERC I I 2 3 3 

Camp tition 0 I 2 3 4 

lnfrastru tur 0 1 3 2 t 



The major challenges identified were; leadership, skills, Technology, poor infrastructure, 
coordination, motivation, communication, strategy awareness. Others include resource
base which on ·i t · f r rs nncl, finance, and People. Moreover, environmental 
challcng s such a: ·ultur -, 'Overnmental, societal, compliance with ERC standards and 
stitf comp tit inn. 

Mor · ver. to the above-mentioned challenges, the respondents added malpractices in the 
indu try such as corruption, the existence of illegal re-fillers, piracy of seals, adulteration 
of product that posse's great danger to the end users and bigger liability to the marketers. 
The industry forces, such as the buyers' purchasing power and rivalry within the industry, 
has also lead to increased costs in promotions, branding and efforts to enhance market 
share. 

Table 4.4: Supply chain strategy formulated together with the corporate strategy 

Level of SCS Frequency Percentage 
Implementation 

Very High 1 10 
High 3 30 
Low 4 40 
Very l w 2 20 
Not Sure 0 0 
r~ t 1 10 100 
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Companies are lagging in implementing supply strategies considered important to their 
competitive. A mater of concern is that there is a gap between the formulated strategies 
and their actual impl m ntntion. 

Tubll' 4 .. : S( S uti •n •d with corporate strategy 

Alignment Frequency Percentage 
~ 

V ry Str ng 2 20 
Strong 4 40 
Very Weak 3 30 
Weak 2 20 
Not there 0 0 
Total 10 100 

Most companies develop the supply chain strategies after the defining the corporate 
strategy although this approach can deliver some value, it is limited in supporting the 
infusion into the corporate strategy development of very good supply chain model 
options, which could significantly improve the corporate strategy. 
The link between the corporate trategy and the supply chain trategy is weak in some 
companie compared t other . Linkage are tronger in compani that hav pcrated in 
th indu try longer thi i attributed to indu try and rg nizati n learning. 
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Table 4.6: Institutional factors 

Frequency Percentage 
Strongly Favorabl 0 0 --

Favorabl - 20 
Unfavorable 7 70 
Stwngly Unft1 V~ll ll k. 1 10 
Not Sur · 0 0 
Total 10 100 

The institution factors such as regulations, taxation, government tariffs and energy cost 
are mainly viewed as unfavorable to supply chain strategy implementation, this was 
mainly attributed to the fact that Kenya has one of the highest government tariffs in the 
world .Although LPG is zero rated, taxes on cylinders and accessories is high and paid in 
advance which adversely affects the cash flow of the marketers. Others were of the 
opinion that ERC regulations were necessary for the welfare and safety standards in the 
industry. 

4.2.2 Qualitative Analysis 

The big companies (MNC) are faced with communication and coordination challenge , 
thi is due to their size and structures in the companies. The large companies uch a 

hell otal Kenya .Oil Libya that ha bigger op rating capacit they ha e entured int 
ho pit lity arrangement and agre m~.:nt with other mall r play r who d n' t ha c th 

· thu rai ing th ir r turn thr ugh h pitalit · fe and nl avoid in urrin , hu'c 
fi n idl quipm nt 
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Product unavailability as well as product shortage, unaffordability, lack of public 

awareness and poor distribution infrastructure is among other challenges faced. The 

Kenyan government a a mnj r k partner in the supply chain has in the recent past 

made Intervention: both fi .· a\ ond regulatory. It has zero-rated taxes on the product 

making LP 1 m m .. · llli. rdabl •. It is also working on modalities to remove taxes on LPG 

cylinder · md thcr appliances. It has also sought to expanding import and storage 

cupacit . e.·panding transport capacity, and Conducting public information campaigns to 

promote LPG use. 

The Energy Regulatory Commission's recent intervention has impacted on the LPG 

market, of e standardization of bottles and regulators has led to increased consumer 

access to LPG. The number of licensed LPG marketers and brands is also steadily 

increasing resulting in increased market competition that is good for service delivery and 

pricing .The standardization of gas cylinder valves has spurred stiff competition in the 

LPG market. The competition is so stiff that some MNC's are now considering relocating 

from the country due to pressure from independent fillers 

Before the standardization of cylinders the non inter-changeability of cylinders meant 

that households were limited to one supplier making it difficult for marketers to expand 

their market hares due to high S\i itching cost on the c n umer. M r r it al 

r pre ented a ignificant barrier to P uptake. M t re P ndent \\ICr f the pinion 

that the tandardization of cylinder ha enc urn ' d th ill gal d ler \ h ha in ad d 

th LP market :1 h illegal de 1 r arc kno' n to ell under\ i 'ht pr duct . 
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They also adulterate product thus exposes consumers to the danger of domestic fires and 

deadly explosions. Moreo er the are known to refill or use legal marketer's cylinders, 

thus posing major re alidati n t t marketers. LPG Marketers are constantly faced 

with shortage of ' n aft r injecting new cylinders into the market. This is 

attributed to tht• ill 'tl l al r · t who illegal use marketer's cylinders to trade eating into 

the murkd ·rs' m•u· 1in · and po ing as a major implementation challenges. 

4.3 Research Objective 

This research had one objective that is to determine implementation challenges of LPG 

supply chain strategies in the oil industry in Kenya. In today's competitive business 

environment great need to think strategically about the supply chain has never been more 

important. Supply chains have shifted from a cost focus to a customer focus and now 

currently to a strategic focus; never the less the success of a strategy is only as good, as 

the company's ability to fully and properly execute it. 

Strategy implementation, involves delicate and sensitive matters such as resource 

mobilization, restructuring, cultural changes technological changes, process changes, 

policy and leadership changes. The changes can be adaptive thus calling for installation 

of known practices, inno ative by introduc.ing practices that are new to adopting 

organizati n or radically innovativ intr ducing practic n w t all organizati n in th 

m indu try, and the come \\ith m.uor chall n' . 



The LPG marketing companies are faced with stiff competition and shrinking market 

shares this posses a major challenge due to decreased financial capacity to implement 

capital intensive strategie , thu om" marketers are now involved in heavy advertising 

and promotion for c. mpl nol Kobil promotion as well as Total to make the 

customer awur pl\ldu ·t · unlik • in the past where LPG advertising and promotions were 

rare in the indu ·try. 

Limited torage capacity has been key challenge to most companies, however marketers 

are now investing heavily on storage capacity for example Total Kenya installed new 

LPG tanks raising its product storage capacity from120 metric tones to 300 metric tones. 

Gulf also known as premium gas has also invested in its own LPG storage a filling 

facility rather than depending on hospitality from other marketers. 

Technological knowledge, LPG safety, legal , regulatory requirements and standards 

from are also critical challenges ,to combat this marketers in collaboration with the 

Energy Regulatory Commission and PlEA are now rolling out education and 

sensitization campaign on LPG Training of staff is critical especially the technical staff 

such as engineers , however there is need for staff go through regular training to ensure 

that consistent service especially in the forecourts and also to keep abreast changes in the 

indu try and the technology. 



There are a number of hurdles to companies in the industry implementing supply chain 

strategies: poor implementation planning, lack of vision of set strategy, lack of trust 
' 

executive commitment and p r uppl chain management skills. Poor planning, lack of 

vision, developing of upply hnin strategy without a clear understanding of the entire 

businc s case ·m 1 v 1Iu, 1 r 1 )Sitions confusing or conflicting communications to the 

organization , h ·r, ti es may be contradictory are symptoms of implementation 

fnilur (llnppek. 2005). 

Managerial complexity are also major challenges to implementation such as misaligning 

supply chain strategies, structures, business culture and provision of needed recourses. 

Several solutions to the challenges are recommended; information transparency, 

collaboration, collaborative planning, shared investment/benefits and product availability. 



CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter dctuils th . ummar f the findings in relation to the objective of the study. 

It also gives th · impli ati n of the study to the identified stakeholders in the importance 

of th 'tud . , hile highlighting the limitation's of the study and it will finally give the 

nece ar recommendations for further research to up coming researchers. 

5.2 Summary Finding 

In summary this study has identified that supply strategies support the strategic direction 

of the organization. It has also established the need of aligning SCS with the corporate 

strategies to efficiently achieve objectives. The research has identified that the 

implementation of the strategies is not without challenges; the challenges arise from 

sources internal and external to the company. 

A number of challenges have been identified to affect the implementation of LPG supply 

chain strategies: a top-down or laissez-faire management style, poor vertical 

communication plus inadequate down-the-line leader hip skills and de elopment. 

Unclear strategy and conflicting prioritie , a most companie develop their upply chain 

trategy after defining the bu ine s trategy. 



The chain subsidiaries are mainly faced with communication challenges, as well as 

delays this is mostly attributed b their izes and structures. Dual or multiple chains of 

command exist in this compani p ing fundamental communication challenges due to 

shared negotiating pow r , n.:spt nsibilitic , u e of resources and priorities that more or 

less lead to conf1ict or misund r:tanding among sub-ordinates. There also face barriers to 

implementation l tw n functions particularly between the sales department and 

operuti 11 , thi , n 11 happens when communication and collaboration is not clear thus 

leading to con tant delays in implementation. 

Poor infrastructure or the lack of it, particularly roads is one of the key challenges to the 

implementation of LPG SCS. The poor state of roads is a factor identified by most 

marketers that discourages them from implementing their expansion supply chain 

strategies to remote areas. The rail transport is also is a major bottleneck and forces the 

companies to use expensive road transport, the rail freight rates for LPG transport are 

also very high. 

The high cost of doing business is another challenge with limited funding available. The 

large up-front cost of LPG cylinders and appliances is a major hurdle for most marketers. 

Furthermore the procedures for setting up and expanding LPG upply busine are very 

difficult and expensive with many requirement and go ernment bureaucracie in olv d. 

Mo t marketer were of the opinion that the regulatory ram work lie n ing, h alth & 

fety, tc ery tediou and tly th t it deter pri t LP di tributi n in me 
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Economic and Political-legal factors were identified as challenges to SCS 

implementation. The purchasing pO\ er depends on current income, savings, prices and 

credit availability, thus change in th dir tion of the economies in the country and the 

international market pr nt h ng ' ' in the purchasing power and hence the overall 

financial per forman·· )r <In r ~.mization. 

Supply chain ·tratcg implementation is also affected by unanticipated changes in the 

government policies regarding taxation, industry cooperation, environmental protection, 

education policies for example there is market jitter over the governments plan to control 

LPG prices and the reintroduction of tax on LPG. 

The regulation uncertainty in the industry is a challenge to implementation as last year 

the ERC reigned in on oil marketing companies by the introduction of fuel price controls, 

which curtailed marketers from adjusting prices at will and thus eating into their profit 

margins, now the regulator wants to replicate the same for LPG. Despite the fact that the 

introduction of price controls for LPG would be great news for consumers with early 

predictions showing that prices could decline by as much as 50 per cent, it will be an 

added pain for oil marketing companies already affected by fuel price controls. 

Marketers site the Jack of adequate import and storage facility cau s to them to incur 

huge demurrage co t .. Limited torage capacitie ' offioading constraint at th imp rt 

terminal m an that imp rt ar limit d t mall t nk r ith c rre p ndin rJy high r 

c th our o upply for m II limit d. 



The government through KPC has proposed storage facility that is being constructed by 

the Africa Gas and Oil Com pan , set for completion at the end of the year. The facility 

will have a capacity to handl 14,000 tonnes and it's projected to eliminate the 

importation and uppl ' con ·troint. . 

Premier ,us. u n •wl. in rp rated P trading company has made a revolutionary 

prop ·iti n t avail partiall filled Cylinders to low income earners. PIMA gas a brand 

that will enable the lov est income segment of the population to buy affordable amounts 

of gas. Similarly National Oil Corporation has recently launched a mini mobile LPG 

filling plant that can fill as little as 1 kilo of LPG into existing cylinders, projecting that 

the facility would help reduce on the financial load burdening the ordinary citizen. Giving 

their customers the flexibility of choosing how much gas they would like to buy and in 

return growing their respective market share .However the implementation of their 

strategies is not without challenges: public awareness and safety concerns from ERC and 

the general public. 

5.3 Conclusion 

Corporate strategy gives the overall direction of a company wishes to go, while as the 

supply chain strategy constitutes the actual operations of that company to meet a specific 

supply chain objecti e. upply chain strategi are important a they op rationalize and 

supp rt th c rp rate trateg they al o focu n dri ing d \ n op rati nal co t and 

rna. ·imizin fficiencic · 



Understanding how company chooses to compete is an important factor that policy 
makers need to consider when formulating the supply chain strategies. Similar to 
formulating a business strategy. it i n ary for supply chain strategists to consider the 
company's core competcn ics. f us, nnd the means of differentiation. 

It is impcrutivc ftlf su1 ply hain ·tratcgies that have been formulated to be implemented 
a they are of n ·alue if not executed. Supply chain strategy implementation just like 
Strategy implementation is largely an internal administrative activity. It involves working 
through others, organizing, communicating, motivating, resource allocation and creating 
strong links between strategy and how the organization operates. It also the process of 
converting the formulated supply chain strategies into viable operations that will yield the 
organization's targeted results. Top management support, strategy ownership, 
commitment, value and risk management techniques are important elements for 

successful implementation. 

Supply chain are not to be formulated in isolation, Successful implementation is higher 
when there is collaboration between the various functions in the organization .In most 
companies supply chain strategy formulation is viewed as a top management affair, 
however actively involvement and accountability of functions such a Finance , 
Marketing and IT departments in the process formulation raise the chance of ucceful 

implementation. 



Supply Chain Strategy implementation can pose a number of challenges that at times 

depend on the type of organization and pr vailing internal external circumstances. Many 

challenges in strategy implementati n an b avoided if strategy development is coupled 

with implementation. 'ailur t untkrstnnding of a strategy and inability to link strategy 

formulation und impkm ·nt,ltit n ·ouplcd with resources allocation and communication 

ha a ncgotivc impm:t on impkmcntation. 

The Development of an implementation plan before the actual implementation is critical. 

The plan should include activities and tasks, roles, responsibilities, a corresponding 

timeline, and performance metrics. Documenting all the tools, such as operational plans, 

functional strategies and policies is necessary for successful strategy implementation. 

Certain issues need to be assessed and balanced when planning for implementation, such 

as having in place the right business processes, personnel and infrastructure to enhance 

chances of successful implementation 

The company and its organizational culture play a key role in the implementation of a 

supply chain strategy. Lack of ownership of strategy as well as commitment to the full 

implantation of SCS, lack of unity also known as the "Tower of Babel" problem where 

people in the company do not speak a common supply chain language and conflicting 

objective , poor strategy communication to all stake holder ar other identified 

challeng . 



Despite the fact that supply is becoming more strategic in the Oil industry 

implementation of critical strategie is still lagging particularly those supply strategies 

that require more resource 1 ng r impl mentation timeframes and cross- functional 

support .Only a mall p rl: nta 1
1.: l I LP ' supply chain strategy implementations in the 

industry run on-tim md ln-t u i 1 t, ompany culture, lack of leadership and poor supply 

chain vi ·ibility tr · th · thr ··main causes of implementation failure. 

5.4 Recommendations 

The study findings gave empirical evidence the implementation of supply chain strategies 

is not without challenges from internal sources and external sources the researcher 

recommends that to overcome challenges related to core competence marketers and 

industry players need to widen training and education of the sector workforce on 

appropriate business operational, and safety practices and moreover employ, evaluate 

the skills and leadership required ,design formulate and implement SCS efficiently. 

Cooperation collaboration and continuous transfer of knowledge between the key players 

in the industry is vital so as to overcome implementation handles. 

Many challenges in strategy implementation can be avoided or minimized if strategy 

development is coupled " ith implementation. upply chain strategy should alway 

support the intent of the business strategy and in light of thi fact that the re earch r 

recommends that LP marketer ~ hould formulate and align with th ir re p cti e 

corporate trate y .Thi ~ will aid to bridge the gap and r due int d with 

d til · un rt inty o the c t nd b n fit . 



Costs and benefits involve if formulation of the SCS without a clear understanding of 
the business case and value propositions, the risk of using different or new resources in 
the operational development that ' 'n n t known to the original corporate strategy 
thinking, risk of communic'lting 'l nfusin l or conflicting objectives to the organization. 

The study rccomm~nds th · im I cment of the distribution operations staff as well as 
supplier. and th~.-:r takeholder · in the formulation and implementation of supply chain 
strategie the-e ~ ill minimize conflict, change resistance as well build on ownership and 
commitment to successful implementation. Additionally involvement of staff in decision 
making as well as encouraging input from distributors and customers in identifying areas 
for potential productivity and sales improvement will help in overcoming implementation 

challenges. 

The researcher recommends that marketers invest in storage facilities to increase capacity 
rather than fully relaying on KPRL. Uncertainty and risk are inherent in every supply 
chain as customer demand can hardly be forecast exactly, economical and political 
environment are also subject to change and machines, vehicles are bound to break down. 
Industry trends, as well as outsourcing, offshoring, and production significantly increase 
the level of risk in the supply chain. Thus, the researcher recommends corporation 

, 
coordination and communication through out the internal and external supply chain and 

as well a management of the implementation pr ce 

uncertainty and ri k · 

o a eliminat a much 



The government as a player in industry has a key role to play in reducing the barriers, 
such as developing distribution structure. including basic road transport for marketers to 
establish distribution network a one f th ir key supply chain strategies, its also has a 
mandate to change the wide pr d mi. c n '~;ptions of the safety and benefits of LPG by 
creating public awurcn s. ml du utin' p~;ople on the benefits of LPG. 

To overcome illegal d aler and the escalating malpractices which hamper growth and 
consumer afet , the re ' earcher recommends that the ERC should continue to enforce 
LPG inspection and track monitoring, compliance in the industry as well as engage the 
industry players for joint solutions .Moreover the ERC should reign in the unscrupulous 
traders and protect consumers as well as legitimate marketers. Strong and effective law 
enforcement measures must be put in place to attract new investors in the sector. 

The study recommends than where there is inability to collaborate and solve problems 
among industry and trading partners, a multicompany consensus must exist or be 
cultivated as well as a enforcement of new rules by the stronger trading partners for 
example the government. Marketers are encouraged to form a strong non political 
negotiating board, a board that will represent the interests of the marketers' country wide. 
To fill the existing knowledge gaps in the LPG industry the study recommends that 
marketers in corroboration with the government bodies invest in training and re earch 

development. 
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5.5 Limitations of the study 

This study was faced with several limitation , a it was carried out at a period of stiff 

industry competition and therefor m mpanie were not keen on divulging much 

information especially ab ut their . UI pl chain strategies and their implementation 

challenges. While som' till d in th questionnaires but decided stamp them for 

authenticity. thcr · d ··lin d t di ulge any information in fear of competition. The study 

was al o conducted\ ithin limited time and resources necessitating a sample survey. 

5.6 Suggestions for Further Research 

There is need for further research to capture both the elements of successful supply chain 

strategy implementation, and the factors that determining the level of implementation .A 

study to investigate the true extent of implem~ntation of supply chain strategies like the 

planed increased import and storage capacities of LPG a single product in the industry. 

Also a study to investigate the impact of implementing the Supply chain strategies, to 

determine whether companies be distinguished from one another on the basis of this 

extent of implementation as per promised benefits and actual benefits and the overall gap 

between strategy importance and strategy implementation. 



5.7 Implications of the study on Policy, Theory and Practice 

The growing consumer demand for LPG and the tiff competition calls for a greater need 

to be matched with efficient and effl ti upply chain infrastructure and systems for 

efficiency, affordability and r li bilit '. Du to the challenges facing the industry rising 

inflation, weak hilling. p >or nat -railway infrastructure, illegal dealers, limited storage 

and imp rt fuciliti · '. in ·tli i ·nt refinery coupled with product ignorance, there is an 

urgent need for th polic maker in the industry to effectively implement set strategies in 

light of exi ting challenges . 

The study will help the Policy makers to choose the right areas to focus and understand 

the implications of the Implementation for all trading partners. Moreover the study will 

give foresight to strategists and strategies implementing teams on possible 

implementation handles, as well as offering them with possible solutions. 

Few studies have been conducted ~specially in the Kenya on supply chain strategies and 

implementation challenges .The study has had an impact on the body of knowledge by 

showing how companies can identify SCS implementation challenges and how to 

overcome them and remain strategic in a highly regulated industry through in addition to 

expanding the existing body of knowledge will form basis for further research. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I: Li t of ompanie in the Oil Industry 

1. Oil Libya 

2. Shell 

3. Boc 

4. Nock 

5. Kenol K bil 

6. Total 

7. Pang as 

8. Hunkar 

9. Addax 

10. Fossil 

11. Q-gas 

12. Has hi 

13. Gulf 

Source: The Exchange pool Kenya-Insight Magazine 2012 



Appendix II: Questionnaire 

The questionnaire has two parts, part A i intended to present a background of the 

company, and section B deal with f LPG supply chain strategy and its 

implementation. 

Section A 

Please indicate, 

1. Name of y ur rganization (optional) __________ _ 

2. What's the ownership structure of your Organization? 

Sole ownership [] 

Partnership [] 

Franchise [] 

Chain subsidiary [] 

Other (indicate) 

3. Basic information about your organization 

Number of countries the company is present _____ _ 

Number of employees ___ _ ______ _ 

Number of LPG depots and plants _______ _ 

Number of wholesale LPG outlets -----------
Number of retail LPG retail outlets -------------
LPG Market share of the company _____ _ 

4. List your major LPG competitors . 

5. I y ur rganization affected faced by LP uppl limitati nJ hort g ? 

Ye [] [ ] 

2 



6. Has your organization employed any supply chain strategies to deal with 

shortage or excess product? 

7. Arc the supply h li n ·trat 1i 'S implemented all through the entire LPG 

market 

Section B 

Your opinion is very important-please approve or disapprove of each statements 

listed below .Per question kindly indicate one number between 0 and 4 as your 

answer in the boxes on the right side of each question 

0= I do Not Know l=I strongly Disagree 2= I Disagree 3= I Agree 4=I strongly 

Agree 

Top Management team 

1. Management is actively involved in the formulation and implementation of supply 

chain strategies in your organization D 

2. Management understands the organization' s LPG supply chain D 

3. Management provides all the necessary resources to carry out implementation 0 
If so, plea e gi e some examples of the resources provided: 

4. Management di play an ongoing commitment to LPG upply chain strategyD 
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3. Management consults staff in the different departments when formulating and 

implementing strategy D 

Strategy 

1. The LPG Supply chain tratcg i f1 rmul~ t d t gether with the corporate strategy 0 

2. The LPG up ply chnin ·trut ' ' i · ali ned with the corporate strategy D 

3. All supply chain ' trat gie are implemented fully D 

Coordination 

4. All departments and key staff are involved in the formulation and implementation of 

the supply chain strategy D 

5. Implementation of supply chain strategy is well coordinated within the company D 

6. Implementation of supply chain strategies is done within the set time line and budget D 

Communication 

1. LPG supply chain strategies are clearly communicated to staff, suppliers and 

customers D 

2. I understand and know all formulated LPG supply chain strategies in my companyD 

3. Vertical Communication in the company is effective D 

4. Important information is pre ented to all stakeholder 0 

. It ·y t ommuni at , bout m work r !at d i u to m · . up rior D 
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Environment 

1. The energy regulatory commiSSion is efficiently regulating and coordinating the 

industrial supply chain strategies (standardization of LPG cylinders and exchange 

pool guidelines) D 

2. In relation to LP , the in tituti n l fa ' I r uch as the Government tariffs, Taxation, 

energy co t, infra tru ·turc in 'n a ar' favorable for business D 

Culture 

1. Employee and the uppl chain partners react positively to change D 

2. The company constantly and continuously offers trainings on supply chain 

management and industry issues to supply chain team and relevant staff D 

3. Suppliers in the LPG supply chain are dependable D 

4. The company integrated its activities with those of its suppliers 0 

5. The goals of LPG supply chain components and your supply partners similar D 

6. Location of the depots and service station affects cost, differentiation of products 0 

Thank you for your cooperation 



Appendix III: Introduction Letter to Respondents 

Leah Nyaguthii Njogu 

University of Nairobi 

Department of Business Administrati n 

P.O .Box 30197 

Nairobi. 

1ST July 2012 

Dear Respondent 

COLLECTION OF SURVEY DATA 

I am a postgraduate student at the University of Nairobi, School of Business. I am 

undertaking a management research Titled "Challenges facing the implementation of 

LPG supply chain strategies in Kenya". This is to kindly request you to assist us 

collect the data by filling out the accompanying questionnaire. Your name will at no time 

appear in the research finding. The information provided will be used exclusively for 

academic purposes. My supervisor and I assure you that the information you give will be 

treated with strict confidence. The findings of this research can be availed to you upon 

completion of the research on request. In case of any questions pertaining to this project 

please do not hesitate to contact us on the above address. 

Regards, 

Leah yaguthii JOgu 

MBA tudent 
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Dr. Z. B Awino 

Uni er ity upervi or 



Appendix IV: Kenya LPG Sales (January -March 2012) 

COMPANY MKTSHARE% 

SHELL 26.0 

TOTAL KENYA 24.1 

LIBYA OIL 21.7 

-
KENOL KOBIL 12.4 

liAS! II 4. 

ADD AX 3.8 

PREMIUM 1.5 

NOCK I 

HASS I 

GULF 0.8 

ENGEN 0.7 

FOSSIL 0.6 

GALAN A 0.4 

MGS 0.2 

BAKRI 0.2 

RIVAPET 0.2 

OTHERS 0.8 

TOTAL 100 

ourc : Petroleum In titut of ast Africa (2012) Petroleum Indu try data. Retri ved from 

http://ww 
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Appendix V: Letter of authority to Collect Data 

* UNIIERsm oF NAIROBI 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 

MBAPROGR.AMMB 

lclt phooe 020-:0S91 6:! 
Td~JfiD\15 'VafHty"' N.auob1 

.;,T;,;;<i<;;,• _ ..;2;,;209;;:,S;;.,V;.:•;,;;'"':..,'Y---------· ... ,n~~-~ 

DATE .. ~1./.~ t./~1. J... 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Thebearerofth•sletter .. <~f\. H .. ":-f.1.A. 0ti:J_i , .''{J') <; <-{ 

Registration No. . . ~.£. / . { G .:S. ~ .:7:, ] .J :J. ol 0 

1' 0 Bo>. 30\ <Ji 
N111rt' l~ 1 . 1\.t' ll)'l 

IS a bona fide continuing student in the Master of Buslr.ess Adrnin1slra\1on (MBA) degree 

program 1n lh1s University. 

He/she IS required to submit as part of his/her cowsework assessment a research project 

report on a management problem. We would like the !.tudcnts to do their proJects on real 

problems affecting firms In Kenya. We would, therefore, appreciate your assistance to 

enable him/her collect data in your organization. 

The results of the report will be used solely 'for academic purposes and a copy of the same 

will be ava1led to the interviewed organizations on reques' 

Thank you. 


